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Abstract

Most recently, Yang et al proposed an ID-based remote mutual authentication with
key agreement scheme for mobile devices on elliptic curve cryptosystem in journal of
Computer and Security. In this paper, we find some disadvantages in their scheme
and thereafter propose such an improved scheme that overcomes all those disad-
vantages existing in their scheme while the merits are left unchanged. Our scheme
provides more guarantees in security as follows: (1) our scheme combines two factors
to protect its authentication mechanism. (2) our scheme can safely provide mutual
authentication and key agreement with more desirable properties. (3) our scheme
can provide anonymity for the user’s identity. And yet, our scheme is simpler and
more efficient than Yang et al’s scheme. Therefore the end result is more practical
for the users of mobile devices.

Key words: ID-based; mutual authentication; key agreement; anonymity; mobile
device.

1 Introduction

With the advancement and tremendous development of wireless technology,
various mobile devices has prevailed in our daily life, e.g. cell phone, PDA, and
so on. By the mobile devices, people can accomplish the electronic transactions
anytime and anywhere. Thus, more and more electronic transactions for mo-
bile devices are implemented on Internet or wireless networks. In this paper,
we study remote authentication scheme especially for efficient implementation
on wireless mobile devices. Since the computation ability and battery capacity
of mobile devices are limited, the natural choice would be elliptic curve (EC)
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based authentication schemes because of the well-known advantages with re-
gard to processing and size constraints[1,2].

Recently, various authentication schemes based on elliptic curve are proposed
[3–11]. As noted in [12], most schemes on elliptic curve cryptosystem (ECC)
accomplished authentication using public-key and thus needed a key authen-
tication center (KAC) to maintain the certificates for users’ public keys. In
addition, users often needs to perform additional computations to verify the
certificate in these schemes( e.g. [3,6–10]). This causes the computation loads
and the energy costs of mobile devices very high. To solve the above problems,
several ID-based authentication schemes on ECC are proposed, e.g. [4,5,11]. In
an ID-based scheme, the user utilizes his unique identity (e.g., name, address,
or email address) as his public key. However, these ID-based authentication
schemes on ECC[4,11] are constructed by using bilinear pairings, which is an
expensive operation [5]. For mobile devices, the computation and energy costs
of the pairing-based schemes are higher than those of of EC-based schemes
without pairing.

Most recently, Yang et al [12] proposed such an ID-based remote mutual au-
thentication with key agreement scheme on ECC that does not require the
costly bilinear-pairing operations. Although, their scheme is superior the pre-
vious solutions for implementation on mobile devices, we still find some dis-
advantages in their scheme:

(1) The authentication mechanism in their scheme depends solely on a long-
term private key stored in the mobile device(or the card), which is risky
because one can easily impersonate the user if he gets the device(this
assumption is reasonable because the users may lose his mobile device
sometimes).

(2) If the user’s long-term key is compromised(this assumption is also rea-
sonable because the users may be careless or unskilled at protecting their
private keys), the adversary will not only be able to masquerade as the
user but also as the server. The latter case is even worse because the
adversary may impersonate a service provider to fool the victims into
revealing more secret information about them. Moreover, the adversary
can reveal all the previous session keys of that user.

(3) Their scheme does not consider personal privacy problem since the user’s
identity is sent in plain over the open network. Today, many people give
great concerns on their personal privacy problem and prefer a secure
authentication protocol with anonymity to protect some sensitive in-
formation about them. These sensitive information could be a buyer’s
movement, individual’s social circle, shopping patterns and individual
preferences etc [13]. However, Yang et al’s scheme do not address the
problem.
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These disadvantages make their authentication scheme on ECC unsuitable for
some critical applications like electronic commerce.

In this, we present such an improved scheme that overcomes those disadvan-
tages existing in Yang et al’s scheme while the merits of their scheme are left
unchanged. Our scheme provides more guarantees in security as follows:

(1) Firstly, our scheme is a two-factor mutual authentication scheme based
on smart cards and passwords so that one must have the smart-card and
know the password in order to gain access to the server.

(2) Secondly, our scheme can safely provide mutual authentication with key
agreement phase between the user and the server. Even in an extreme
case that the user’s long-term private key is compromised, the intruder
can not impersonate the server to the user. Furthermore, the attacker
can not know any information about those previously established session
keys even when the server’s key is compromised too.

(3) Thirdly, our scheme can provide anonymity for the user’s identity.

Furthermore, our scheme is simpler than more efficient than Yang et al’s
scheme in [12]. Therefore, the end result is more suited to be a candidate
for implementation on mobile devices.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews Yang
et al’s scheme briefly and then points out the disadvantages existing in their
scheme. Section 3 provides an improved scheme to overcome all those disad-
vantages existing in their scheme. In addition, some important discussions are
also made in this section. Finally, conclusion is presented in Section 4.

2 Review of Yang et al’s Scheme

In this section, we briefly review Yang et al’s scheme in [12]. Their scheme
provides the mutual authentication and a session key agreement between a
user U and a remote server S. It is divided into two phases: user registration
phase and mutual authentication with key agreement phase. First, we define
some notations used in Yang et al’s scheme in Table 1.

Now, we introduce Yang et al’s scheme. And a detailed description of the
scheme follows. Here, we just follow the description in [12].

Registration phase: U must register to S to become a legal user as follows,
which is described in Fig 1.
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Table 1. The notations used in Yang et al’s scheme

IDU the identity of the user U

E an elliptic curve defined over a prime finite field Fp with large order

P a base point in E with large order q, where q is a secure large prime

GP a cyclic addition group generated by P

x · P the point multiplication defined as x · P = P + P + · · ·+ P︸ ︷︷ ︸
x times

(qS , QS) the server S’s private/public key pair, where QS = qS · P
H1(·) a secure one-way hash function: {0, 1}∗ → GP

H2(·), H3(·) two secure one-way hash functions: {0, 1}∗ → Z∗p

Fig. 1. Registration phase of Yang et al’s scheme.
U S

IDU−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
AIDU

= qSH1(IDU ) ∈ GP

{IDU ,AIDU
}

←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Step 1. The user U sends his identity IDU to the server.
Step 2. The server S computes AIDU

= qSH1(IDU) ∈ GP , where AIDU
is

the authentication key for the user U . Then, S sends AIDU
to U in a secure

channel.
Step 3. After receiving AIDU

, U checks if AIDU
is valid. If it is valid, U keeps

AIDU
in private.

Mutual authentication with key agreement phase: U and S authenti-
cate each other and negotiate the common session key for later commu-
nications. The detailed steps are described as follows and the handshake
between U and S is depicted in Fig 2.

Step 1. The user U randomly chooses a point RU = (xU , yU)in E , where xU

and yU are x and y coordinates of point RU , respectively. Then, U computes
t1 = H2(T1), MU = RU +t1 ·AIDU

and RU = xU ·P , where T1 is a timestamp
denotes the current time. Finally, U sends (IDU ,MU , RU , T1) to the server.

Step 2. After receiving (IDU ,MU , RU , T1), the server S computes QIDU
=

H1(IDU), t1 = H2(T1) and R
′
U = MU − qS · t1 · QIDU

to obtain QIDU
=

(xQ, yQ) and R
′
U = (x

′
U , y

′
U). Then, S checks if RU = x

′
U · P holds. If the

equation holds, the server confirms that U is valid and x
′
U = xU . Otherwise,

the protocol is terminated.
Step 3. The server S randomly chooses a point RS = (xS, yS)in E , and then
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Fig. 2. Mutual authentication with key agreement phase of Yang et al’s scheme.
User U Server S

RU = (xU , yU ) ∈ E
t1 = H2(T1) ∈ Z∗p
MU = RU + t1 ·AIDU

RU = xU · P (IDU ,MU ,RU ,T1)−−−−−−−−−−−−−→ QIDU
= H1(IDU ) = (xQ, yQ)

t1 = H2(T1)

R
′
U = MU − qS · t1 ·QIDU

= (x
′
U , y

′
U )

RU
?
= x

′
U · P

RS = (xS , yS) ∈ E
t2 = H2(T2) ∈ Z∗p
MS = RS + t2 · qs ·QIDU

k = H3(xQ, xU , xS)

QIDU
= H1(IDU ) = (xQ, yQ)

(MS ,Mk,T2)←−−−−−−−−− Mk = (k + xS) · P
t2 = H2(T2) ∈ Z∗p
R
′
S = MS − t2 ·AIDU

= (x
′
S , y

′
S)

k
′
= H3(xQ, xU , x

′
S)

Mk
?
= (k

′
+ x

′
S) · P

it computes t2 = H2(T2) and MS = RS + t2 · qs ·QIDU
. Then, S computes

the session key k by the equation k = H3(xQ, xU , xS). Finally, S computes
Mk = (k + xS) · P and sends (MS,Mk, T2) to U .

Step 4. After receiving (MS,Mk, T2), the user U computes QIDU
= H1(IDU),

t2 = H2(T2), and R
′
S = MS − t2 · AIDU

to derive QIDU
= (xQ, yQ) and

R
′
U = (x

′
S, y

′
S). Then, U computes the equations k

′
= H3(xQ, xU , x

′
S) and

M
′
k = (k

′
+ x

′
S) ·P to check if M

′
k = Mk holds. If the equation holds, U can

confirm that S is valid and the session key k
′
is equal to k. Otherwise, the

protocol is terminated.

According to Yang et al.’s scheme [12], we find that the ID-based remote
authentication scheme on ECC has the following disadvantages. First, the au-
thentication mechanism in their scheme depends solely on a long-term private
key AIDU

, which can be risky because an attacker can successfully forge U
to communicate with S if the card used to store this key is stolen by the at-
tacker. Second, when the user’s long-term key is compromised, the adversary
will not only be able to masquerade as the user but also as the server. Usually,
when the long-term key of a user is compromised, the adversary will be able
to masquerade as the user but the situation will be even worse if the adver-
sary can also masquerade as the server because the adversary can impersonate
a service provider to fool the victims into revealing more secret information
about them. Moreover, the adversary can reveal all the previous session keys
of that user. Third, their scheme does not consider personal privacy problem
since the user’s identity is sent in plain over the open network. In the past
decade, there are many researches that point out some behaviors such as the
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information of the customer behavior and track of the user are the personal
privacy. Thus, the behavior of users should be done anonymous. These dis-
advantages make their authentication schemes on ECC unsuitable for some
electronic transactions. Fourth, their scheme lacks formal security proof. To
overcome these disadvantages, we propose an improved ID-based remote mu-
tual authentication scheme on ECC with anonymity for mobile devices in the
next section.

3 Our Improved Protocol

In this section, we present an improved scheme to overcome those disadvan-
tages existing in Yang et al’s scheme[12] while the merits of the original scheme
are left unchanged. Finally, we also provide some important remarks on it in
this section.

3.1 Description

This subsection describes our improved protocol, starting with some defini-
tions and notations used in our scheme.

First, we introduce the new notations different from those listed in Table 1 as
follows: H1(·), H2(·) and H3(·) are now defined as three secure one-way hash
functions : {0, 1}∗ → Z∗

q instead, where l is the security parameter. In addition
to (qS, QS), the server also has a private key dS. The security of our protocol
mainly relies on the EC computational Diffie-Hellman (ECCDH) assumption.
In the ECCDH assumption, given W = w · P and V = v · P , where w and
v are drawn randomly from Z∗

q , it is computationally infeasible to compute
uv ·P (denoted by ECCDH(W,V )). The rest of notations are referred to Table
1.

Now, we introduce our improved scheme. Like Yang et al’s scheme, our scheme
also consists of two phases: user registration phase and mutual authentication
with key agreement phase. However, we combine two factors authentication
mechanisms in our scheme so that one must have the smart-card and know the
password in order to gain access to the server. That is, our scheme is smart-
card-based password authentication scheme. Furthermore, we send the user’s
shadow identity instead in the open network so that anonymity is achieved in
our improved scheme. A more detailed description follows:

Registration phase: Server S issues a smart-card to user U as follows, which
is described in Fig 3.
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Fig. 3. Registration phase of our scheme.
U S

IDU−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−→
BU = AIDU

⊕H2(PW0) = H1(IDU , dS)⊕H2(PW0)
{IDU ,BU}←−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Step 1. The user U sends his identity IDU to the server.
Step 2. The server S computes AIDU

= H1(IDU , dS) and then BU = AIDU
⊕

H2(PW0), where ⊕ is the exclusive-OR operation on bit strings and PW0

the initial password (e.g. a default password such as a string of all “1”).
Then, S issues U a smart-card which contains IDU , BU and all the system
parameters needed in our scheme.

Step 3. After receiving the smart-card , U changes the password immediately.

Mutual authentication with key agreement phase: U inserts his smart
card into the mobile input device and enters password PWU . The smart-
card retrieves the value AIDU

= BU ⊕ H2(PWU). U (actually performed
by the user’s smart-card) and S then use AIDU

to perform the protocol as
follows, which is described in Fig 4.

Fig. 4. Mutual authentication with key agreement phase of our scheme.
User U Server S

AIDU
= BU ⊕H2(PWU )

x
R←− Z∗q ; X = x · P, T = x ·QS

SID = IDU ⊕H3(“0”, X, QS , T )

α = H3(“1”, X, SID, AIDU
)

(X,SID,α)−−−−−−−−→ T = qS ·X
IDU = SID ⊕H3(“0”, X, QS , T )

AIDU
= H1(IDU , dS)

α
′
= H3(“1”, X, SID, AIDU

)

α
′ ?
= α

y
R←− Z∗q ; Y = y · P, Z = y ·X

Z = x · Y (Y,β)←−−−− β = H3(“2”, X, Y, SID, Z, T, AIDU
)

β
′
= H3(“2”, X, Y, SID, Z, T, AIDU

)

β
′ ?
= β

γ = H3(“3”, X, Y, SID, Z, T, AIDU
)

(γ)−−→ γ
′
= H3(“3”, X, Y, SID, Z, T, AIDU

)

γ
′ ?
= γ

k = H3(“4”, X, Y, SID, Z, T, AIDU
) k = H3(“4”, X, Y, SID, X, T, AIDU

)

Step 1. The user U first chooses a random number x ∈ Z∗
q and computes

X = x · P and T = x · QS. Then he generates the shadow identity SID =
IDU⊕H3(“0”, X, QS, T ) and the authenticator α = H3(“1”, X, SID, AIDU

).
Finally, he sends (X,SID, α) to the server S.
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Step 2. After receiving (X,SID, α), the server S first computes T = qS ·X
and obtains IDU = SID ⊕ H3(“0”, X, QS, T ). Then he computes AIDU

=
H1(IDU , dS) and α

′
= H3(“1”, X, SID, AIDU

), and checks if α = α
′
holds.

If the equation doest not hold, the protocol is terminated. Otherwise, the
server confirms that the received message is generated by the valid user U .
Finally, the server S authenticate itself to the user U . More specifically, he
chooses a random number y ∈ Z∗

p , computes Y = y · P , Z = y · X and
β = H3(“2”, X, Y, SID, Z, T,AIDU

), and sends (Y, β) to the user U .
Step 3. After receiving (Y, β), the user U computes Z = x · Y and β

′
=

H3(“2”, X, Y, SID, Z, T, AIDU
). Then he checks if β = β

′
holds. If the

equation doest not hold, the protocol is terminated. Otherwise, the server
confirms that the responder is the valid server S. Then he authenticate
itself to S by computing γ = H3(“3”, X, Y, SID, Z, T, AIDU

) and send-
ing the authenticator γ to S. Finally, he computes the session key k =
H3(“4”, X, Y, SID, Z, T, AIDU

) and accepts and terminates the session.
Step 4. After receiving (γ), the server S computes γ

′
= H3(“3”, X, Y, SID, Z,

T, AIDU
) to check if γ

′
= γ holds. If the equation holds, U can confirm

that the initiator is the valid user U . Finally, he computes the session key
k = H3(“4”, X, Y, SID, X, T, AIDU

) and accepts and terminates the session.

The correctness of our protocol follows from the fact that, in an honest exe-
cution of the protocol, T = x ·QS = qS ·X and Z = x · Y = y ·X.

3.2 Discussions

In this subsection, we discuss its attractive features in contrast to Yang et
al’s scheme. To the best of our knowledge, Yang et al’s scheme[12] is superior
to previously proposed schemes [3–11]. For this reason, we only compare the
proposed scheme with their scheme.

Our scheme provides more guarantees in security 1 as follows:

(1) Our scheme is a two-factor mutual authentication scheme based on smart
cards and passwords. At the protocol level, AIDU

is indeed the authenti-
cation data used in the mutual authentication phase. Therefore, in order
to gain access to the server, one must have the smart-card and know
the password of the user so that the value AIDU

can be retrieved to per-
form the protocol. Even in an extreme case that the adversary gets the
user’s smart cart, our scheme still can protect the password information

1 We can provide the rigorous proof of the security for our scheme under the as-
sumptions that the hash function closely behaves like a random oracle and that the
EC computational Diffie-Hellman problem is difficult. The security model is that
Bellare, and Rogaway [14] for the password case. We omitted here
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against the notorious password guessing attacks by which attackers could
search the relatively small space of human-memorable passwords. With-
out knowing the password, he can not gain the service from the server
yet.

(2) Our scheme can safely provide mutual authentication with key agreement
between the user and the server:
• Firstly, provided that the authentication data AIDU

is not compromised,
the adversary can not successfully impersonate the user to send a valid
authenticator γ for the challenge Y or impersonate the server to rely
with a valid authenticator β for the challenge X. At the same time,
the adversary can retrieve no information about the session, which is
derived from the secret value AIDU

and the fresh challenges( can be seen
as nonces). We should note that the last round of the communication
in Fig 4 is necessary since the server can only confirm the first message
(X,SID, α) is generated by U by checking validness of α. However,
this message could be the replayed message generated in some previous
execution. Only when the user sends a valid γ for the challenge Y , the
server can confirm the initiator is valid, where Y can be regarded as
the nonce of the server.

• Secondly, we consider an extreme case that the user’s long-term private
key AIDU

is compromised. Although the intruder can impersonate the
user to the server, he can not impersonate the server to rely with a
valid authenticator β to the user for the challenge X or obtains the
current session key of the user since he can not know the value of T =
ECCDH(X,QS) based on the hardness of elliptic curve computational
Diffie-Hellman problem.

• Thirdly, even when both the user’s the long-term keys and the server’s
keys are compromised, the adversary can not know the previous session
keys that were established before the corruption (which is usually called
forward secrecy).

(3) Our scheme can provide anonymity for the user’s identity. Here, we as-
sume that the authentication data AIDU

is not compromised. Upon re-
ceiving the message (X,SID, α), the server accepts this message only
when he confirms it is generated by U after checking the value of α is
valid. As a result, the adversary can not obtains the user’s identity from
SID since he can not know the value of T = ECCDH(X,QS) with X
generated by U based on the hardness of elliptic curve computational
Diffie-Hellman problem.

To sum up, our scheme overcomes all disadvantages in security mentioned in
the section 3.

On the other hand, the merits of Yang et al’s original scheme in [12] are left
unchanged in the our scheme:
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• Firstly, like Yang et al’s original scheme, our scheme also utilizes user’s
unique identity IDU to compute AIDU

for mutual authentication, instead
of using public keys. Due to it, the users and the server do not need to
perform additional computations for verifying the other party’s certificates,
which provides efficiency for the users of mobile devices; and on the other
hand, the server does not need to maintain a large public-key table while
the number of users becomes very large, which provides high scalability for
the user addition in electronic transactions.

• Secondly, our scheme also requires no pairing computations but only point-
multiplication operations on elliptic curve. Compared with the pairing-based
authentication schemes [4,8,9,11], the proposed scheme has less computation
loads for mobile devices since pairing computation is much more expensive
than point-multiplication operation on ECC [5].

• Thirdly, our scheme also provides the mutual authentication between the
user and the server. Over some previous remote user authentication schemes
on ECC[6–8,11] that only allow the server to authenticate the validity of
the users’ identities, our scheme also has such an advantage: no attacker
can impersonate the sever to steal the user’s secret information any more.

• Fourthly, like Yang et al’s original scheme[12], our scheme not only accom-
plishes the mutual authentication but also provides a session key agreement
between a user and the remote server. Thus, the proposed scheme is flex-
ible for many applications. However, some of the previous authentication
schemes on ECC[5,8,11] can be only implemented to the remote login sys-
tem because they only provide the user authentication without a session
key agreement for users and a remote server.

Furthermore, our scheme is simpler and more efficient than Yang et al’s scheme
in[12].

• Firstly, we use nonces instead of timestamps to avoid the clock synchro-
nization problem. Although one more round of communication is needed,
an additional clock synchronization mechanism is not needed. Note X and
Y could be seen as the nonce of the user and the server respectively in our
scheme.

• Secondly, the validness of each message received can be checked efficiently.
Since each message is sent along with a hashing value as its authenticator
in our scheme, both the user and the server needs to perform a hashing op-
eration and then make comparison in a straightway to validate a message.
However, to achieve the same goal, each party needs to perform two point
multiplication plus a point addition operations in Yang et al’s scheme. A
hashing computation can be done much more efficiently both in time and
energy consumption than point operations, based on the experimental re-
sults of related researches[15–20]. As a result, a lot of operating time and
energy used in checking could be saved if an invalid message is received.
Therefore, our scheme is more robust.
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• Thirdly, our scheme is computationally efficient than Yang et al’s scheme.
As shown in Table 2, on one honest run of our authentication protocol,
each party needs to perform one less point multiplication and two point
additions.

• Besides, our scheme allows mobile uses to change their password freely.

Finally, we list the comparisons of our scheme and Yang et al’s scheme on
ECC in Table 2. Based on the results listed in the table, we conclude that
our scheme is more practical than the related schemes for the users of mobile
devices.

Table 2. Comparisons with Yang et al’s work

Schemes
Properties

Yang et al Ours

authentication mechanism one-factor two-factor

security AIDU
compromised impersonation U and S U

anonymity No Yes

Computation costs ∗ 4PM+2PA 3PM
performance

Communication rounds 2 3

∗PM: Elliptic curve point multiplication; PA: Elliptic curve point addition.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed such an improved scheme that overcomes
those disadvantages existing in Yang et al’s scheme while the merits of the
their scheme are left unchanged. Our scheme can provide more guarantees in
security with several desirable properties. And yet, our scheme is simpler and
more efficient than Yang et al’s scheme in [12]. Therefore, our scheme is more
practical than the previous related schemes for the users of mobile devices.
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